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Christmas blow out: regulary $79.95 now only $19.95 for a very limited time Your Site Visitors Will Tell

You Which Content They Like Most By Rating It! Make no mistake about it. If you want your website to

attract repeat visitors, your website needs to have have a lot more than just text content. The days of

text-only sites are over or, at the very least, coming to an end. Would you like to have a winner niche

website? You need to have: articles, advice, tips, jokes, games, audio, video clips. in other words you

need to bring together all types of content in multiple formats, all in one place. What else? Today's sites

need to be interactive. Answer This Million Dollar Quiz Question: What is the easiest and fastest way for

you to make your site interactive and find out what content your website visitors like or dislike? The

simple answer is: Let them rate the content you have on your site! That's one of the most important ways

you could make your site interactive. Today's sites need to allow people to give their opinion, to rate

content, to tell what they like or don't like. or they'll just leave without you ever finding out why. You can

also have your site visitors contribute links to the hottest content in your niche! Psychologically speaking,

people like websites they contribute content to and they are more likely to tell their friends about it! The

challenge is, how can you create and manage such a content-rich site? The answer to the challenge

is...VIP Interactive Site Creator allows you to create and manage interactive SEO Niche sites where you

can have articles, tips, jokes, pictures/images, audio, video and games, as well as have ratings and

comments by site visitors, and a lot more
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